


























































































































































































































1-Open the blend file and select the leaf with the right mouse 
button. 
2-Change screen layout (upper unfolding menu with a picture of 
two squares and a rectangle) to Scripting. 
3-Click Text>Open_Text_block and open the script .py file. 
4-Change the file route where you want the .txt file to 
appear(line 18). 




# bpy and sys libraries are needed to access the system and  
# blender environment. The other three libraries are used for 
# their buit-in classes and mathematicall operations related. 
 






# a .txt file is created and the output redirected to it. 
 
file = open('/Users/Enric Forés/Desktop/leaf.txt', "w") 
sys.stdout = file 
 
# UV data is accessible only in object mode 
 
prev_mode = bpy.context.object.mode 
bpy.ops.object.mode_set(mode='OBJECT') 
 
# Update vertex selection properties, in case the script wasn't  




# Active object assumed to be a mesh and already have a UV map 
 
mesh = bpy.context.object.data 
! 12!
uv_layer = mesh.uv_layers.active.data 
selected_loops = [] 
selected_vertices = set() 
 
# First a list of uv coordinates of the selected vetices is 
# arranged: 
 
for index, uv_loop in enumerate(uv_layer): 
    if(uv_loop.select): 
        selected_loops.append(index) 
 
for loop_index in selected_loops: 
    selected_vertices.add(mesh.loops[loop_index].vertex_index) 
 
uv_coord = [] 
 
for poly in mesh.polygons: 
    for loop_index in range(poly.loop_start, poly.loop_start + 
poly.loop_total): 
        if mesh.loops[loop_index].vertex_index in 
selected_vertices: 
            vec = 
mathutils.Vector((round(uv_layer[loop_index].uv[0]*512), 
round(uv_layer[loop_index].uv[1]*512))) 
            if vec not in uv_coord: 
                uv_coord.append(vec) 
 
# At this point the task that is left is to order the pixels by  
# proximity making the list to go over the contour while adding  
# the connecting pixels between each uv coordinate and the next. 
 
# This way of ordering the points restricts the shape of the  
# contour; a stroke with a very slim central region can give  
# problems as the track being generated may jump to the other  
# side of the stroke at that point instead of following the  
# contour. 
 
# Function that returns the distance between two pixels: 
 
def distance(pt_1, pt_2): 
    pt_1 = np.array((pt_1[0], pt_1[1])) 
    pt_2 = np.array((pt_2[0], pt_2[1])) 
    return np.linalg.norm(pt_1-pt_2) 
 
# Function that returns, given one point, the closest one from a  
# list:  
 
def closest_node(node, nodes): 
    pt = [] 
    dist = 9999999 
    for n in nodes: 
        if distance(node, n) <= dist: 
            dist = distance(node, n) 
            pt = n 
! 13!
    return pt 
 
# Next function is the Bresenham’s algoritm, which given two  
# points it returns the pixels of the straight line that  
# connects them 
 
def line(x0, y0, x1, y1): 
        points_in_line = [] 
        dx = abs(x1 - x0) 
        dy = abs(y1 - y0) 
        x, y = x0, y0 
        sx = -1 if x0 > x1 else 1 
        sy = -1 if y0 > y1 else 1 
        if dx > dy: 
            err = dx / 2.0 
            while x != x1: 
                points_in_line.append((x, y)) 
                err -= dy 
                if err < 0: 
                    y += sy 
                    err += dx 
                x += sx 
        else: 
            err = dy / 2.0 
            while y != y1: 
                points_in_line.append((x, y)) 
                err -= dx 
                if err < 0: 
                    x += sx 
                    err += dy 
                y += sy 
         
        return points_in_line 
 
#With these three last functions the contour is generated: 
 
path = [] 
numuvs = len(uv_coord) 
path.append(uv_coord[0]) 
uv_coord.remove(uv_coord[0]) 
i = 0 
while i != (numuvs-1): 
    previous = path[i] 
    closer = closest_node(previous, uv_coord) 
    path.append(closer) 
    uv_coord.remove(closer) 
 i = i + 1 
 
i = 0 
while i != (numuvs-1): 
    previous = path[i] 
    next = path[i+1] 
    filled = line(previous[0], previous[1], next[0], next[1]) 
    for mathutils.Vector in filled: 
! 14!
        print(int(mathutils.Vector[0]), 
int(mathutils.Vector[1])) 
    i=i+1 
     
previous = path[-1] 
next = path[0] 
filled = line(previous[0], previous[1], next[0], next[1]) 
 
for mathutils.Vector in filled: 
    print(int(mathutils.Vector[0]), int(mathutils.Vector[1]))   
 
# Restore whatever mode the object is in previously 
bpy.ops.object.mode_set(mode=prev_mode) 
 
sys.stdout = sys.__stdout__ #reset   
file.close()!
! &
! 15!
AREA&OF&APPLICATION&&
&
The!area!of!application!of!this!script!is!in!!CGI!pipelines!where!a!SBR!style!
is!required!without!making!an!artist!draw!the!stokes.!Here!there!are!two!
hypothetical!cases:!
E A!3D!animation!during!a!part!of!iwhich!a!painterly!style!is!necessary;!
the!objects!can!be!used!only!changing!the!textures.!
!
E Any!case!whan!a!large!amount!of!strokes!must!be!made,!for!
example,!when!creating!the!leaves!of!a!tree.!In!this!case!the!
software!can!be!programmed!to!generate!a!great!number!of!
different!leaves.!
!
FUTURE&WORK&
!
The!future!work!that!could!be!done!towards!!improving!Ning!Xie’s!code!
capabilities!in!a!3D!environment!is!,!in!my!opinion,!translating!it!from!Java!
to!Python!and!implement!it!as!an!addEon.!This!would!simplify!a!lot!the!
workflows!as!it!could!be!fully!automathic!and!insertable!in!other!sripts!!
facilitate!the!participation!of!CGI!developers!on!finding!new!aplications!
such!as:!
E Design!a!way,!maybe!a!mask,!to!simulate!the!building!of!the!stroke,!
begining!when!the!brush!touches!the!paper!till!it!finishes!the!stroke.!
!
E Find!a!way!to!sincronise!the!painting!of!the!stroke!with!a!3D!object!
(brush)!that!leaves!a!path.!
!
E Use!particle!systems!to!enhance!the!effect!of!the!ink!spreading!in!
the!air.!
!
! 16!
CONCLUSIONS&
!
The!objective!of!the!project!has!been!achieved!but!the!script!is!far!from!
being!free!of!bugs!(for!strange!contour!shapes)!and!some!more!
programming!would!be!nice!to!improve!usability.!
It’s!remarcable!how!online!Blender!and!python!developers!communities!
have!helped!to!carry!this!project!out.!It!couldn’t!be!made!without!them.!A!
good!conclusion!would!be!to!upload!the!script!to!one!of!these!forums!to!
thank!all!the!free!resources.!
Personally,!I!have!much!enjoyed!getting!to!taste!what!would!the!job!of!a!
studio!technician!be!tinkering!around!with!the!pipeline.!It!has!been!an!
honor!to!work!with!such!a!new!field!as!Ning!Xie’s!software!and!I!hope!to!
be!able!to!do!it!in!the!future.!
! &
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ANNEXES&
!
The!CD!includes!the!following!materials:!
E Python!script!in!.py!format.!
E The!present!report!in!digital!format.!
E Blender!.blend!file!used!for!the!examples.!
E Short!clip!showing!a!3D!animation!with!the!result!of!the!example.!
!
!
